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What is Mountain Bike Orienteering – MTBO?

Mountain Bike Orienteering (MTBO) events are a great way 
to combine the joy of bike riding with the fun, challenge and 
excitement of orienteering. As events are staged through track 
networks in forests around the country it’s also an excellent avenue 
for exploring and riding more of Australia. With the advent of 
urban sprint events, suburban track networks are also becoming 
increasingly popular.

At all events there will be a few courses to choose from. These 
will differ by distance with a range from around 6 kilometres to 
30 kilometres typical. Courses may also vary by navigational and 
technical riding difficulty. The helpers at each event will be able to 
help you determine which is the best course for you.

If you still need your fix of foot orienteering, then there are 
also some DuO events that include a mixture of both foot and 
mountain bike orienteering. You can usually either enter as an 
individual or as a team to participate as a relay between each stage.

You will generally be riding on uneven, natural surfaces and 
should be prepared for this. For the most part, courses are on fire 
trails. Some courses may however include sections of technical 
single track. If this is the case and you’re not up for it, there will 
be shorter less technical courses that you can opt for or you can 
always choose to hop off and wheel your bike through sections 
where you find the riding a little too challenging.
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What gear will I need?

It’s best to get your gear together in advance of the event day. This will give you an 
opportunity to purchase or borrow anything that you don’t have and maybe have your 
bike serviced or repaired.

You might also like to consider including in your bag for the day:

1  Mapboard. Not essential but are really useful as it will help you to read your map whilst on 
the go. Loan mapboards are often available at events, so check with the organisers.

2   Repair kit/spare tube and pump (it might be a long walk back to the finish otherwise)

3  Compass. Not used as often in MTBO but handy to confirm the direction you are heading 
or to find yourself should you make a wrong turn. Any good quality orienteering compass 
will do. There are some available that clip onto mapboards.

4  Watch or Bike Computer to keep an eye on time. Each event has a course closing time, so 
you need to return before this

5  Towel or wipes to clean up afterwards (you will get dirty!)

6 Clean dry clothes, food and drink for afterwards

Essentials: 

1 Bike suitable for off-road riding

2  Helmet that complies with Australian Standards (don’t forget your helmet as you will not 
be able to start without it)

3  Water – a full water bottle or hydration system

4  SportIdent timing stick. If you don’t have one, they are usually available for hire at events. 
Check when entering.

The organiser will supply you with the competition map at the event.
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Rules
v  You must only ride on mapped tracks, 

paths and roads or permitted to ride 
open areas. Taking a shortcut through 
the bush is not an option and will result 
in disqualification.

v  You must stay with your bike at all 
times. You may not leave the bike and 
go on foot.

v  Always comply with road rules and stick 
to the left.

v  Bike computers that display speed, 
distance, time and elevation are allowed 
however GPS devices that show maps 
are NOT to be used.

where you CAN ride: where you CAN’T ride:

permitted to ride area 
/ parking area

crossable obstacle/gate

forest /  mature pines

open land / rough open 

scattered trees

settlement / out of bounds

forbidden route

sealed road / path 
fast track / path
medium track / path
slow track / path
di�cult track / path

where you CAN ride: where you CAN’T ride:

permitted to ride area 
/ parking area

crossable obstacle/gate

forest /  mature pines

open land / rough open 

scattered trees

settlement / out of bounds

forbidden route

sealed road / path 
fast track / path
medium track / path
slow track / path
di�cult track / path
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v  Make sure that you pay attention to any instructions by the organiser as these are given for your advantage. The aim of the game 
is to consistently identify and ride the fastest and most direct route between all controls. This means that you need to read the map 
carefully!

v  You will receive the map 1 minute before your start. Use this time to fit the map to your mapboard and, if time, plan your first leg.

v  Check the map scale. As larger areas are needed for mountain bike orienteering, it is likely that the scale will be 1:15,000 or 1:20,000.

v  The mapping is different from a foot orienteering map. Maps are simplified to show features as seen from tracks. Specific MTBO 
symbols are used for paths and tracks that help indicate the expected riding speed. 

v  Use your distance measure on your bike computer and compare that to the distance shown on your map to help to keep track of 
where you are.

v  Set your mapboard up so that the map is flat or close to it. This will allow you to attach your compass to the board and still have it 
working accurately. Have a practice at folding a map and inserting it into or onto your map board.

v  As you will need two hands for the bike, it’s not possible to hold and thumb your map safely whilst mountain biking. If you use 
a map board though, a few of the clever schemes that people have devised to help them locate where they are on the map quickly 
include:

	 	Blu-Tack or similar – have a few balls made up and ready to go. Stick one on where you are and move it along when you get to a 
patch of smooth riding.

	 	Self-made magnetic systems – some people like to add a magnetic sheet to the back of their map board and then have a few 
strong magnets to keep on their map. Take care with your compass if you do this as the magnet will interfere. 

	 	Bands and pointers – keep some tight elastic bands across the board and keep a few flat pointer sticks to sit under them and 
indicate where you are.

v  Make sure you know how to change a flat tyre before you have to. Mechanical repairs and tyre changing are included in your race 
time, so it is worth knowing how to change a tyre ahead of time. Have a practice at home when you have plenty of time and no 
pressure. No support crews are allowed on the course! Using tubeless tyres and sealant lessens the chance of punctures. 

v  Double-check that both brakes on your bike work well before setting off.

v  On a bike it is very easy to travel a long way in the wrong direction quickly. Especially if it is your first event, take it slowly and 
ensure that you know where you are all of the time.

v  If you need to make a turn on a descent, slow up before the turn as it’s not much fun missing the turn and having to climb back up 
the hill.

v  Water is not supplied on the course, so make sure that you take sufficient water with you to complete the course. It’s a good idea to 
take some food or gels with you as well.

Tips
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MTBO Etiquette
v  When on fire trails, keep to the left and to allow ample space for 

faster riders or other forest traffic to pass by. In sections of single 
track, you may need to pause and pull over to the side to allow 
quicker riders through.

v  When riding downhill, the uphill riders have right of way. It’s 
much easier for riders descending to get moving again than 
those that are climbing!

v  Take care on crests and corners in case of other road or forest 
users as well as other bikes.

v  Remember to always be courteous and sensitive to other forest 
users. 

v  Never spook animals. Give them advance warning that you are 
approaching and allow plenty of space. Horse riders will really 
appreciate some advance warning, so call out, ring a bell or 
communicate with the rider in some way.

v  Leave no trace. Always take your rubbish with you but be 
mindful of the tracks too. If it is muddy, tires will leave deep 
grooves and this should be avoided. Skidding is also not 
encouraged.


